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pressures, balanced mitre valves are employed, the small sizes being operated
direct, and larger sizes hydraulically operated by a pilot valve. The favourite
control valve for baling presses is the screw-down type operated by hand
wheel or swape handle. The control valves of the shell presses adopted by
the Ministry of Munitions were of the lever-operated double-threaded
screw-down type, the pressure valve being balanced and the pressure and
exhaust valves being operated by separate levers.
Class 4.—Automatically operated valves, that is, the working valves of
a hydraulic engine. In this class it will be readily understood that the
conditions of continuous work are severer than in any of the classes of
valves already considered, and for this purpose some form of slide valve
is commonly used, which in its simplest form is flat, but may take the
cylindrical form as in the " trunnion" valve or the " eccentric " and
" disc " shape. Further, in order to reduce the friction in case of high
pressures, balancing devices are sometimes fitted, and balanced piston and
beat valves are also used, and may be used for higher pressures than the
plain slide valve.
CHAPTER   II
Accumulators
The accumulator is a mechanism for storing energy, determining the
pressure, and keeping the same constant in a hydraulic system. It con-
sists of a loaded ram located in a cylinder provided with a gland, a connec-
tion to the pressure main, and a base for securing on foundations. When
weight loaded, the ram is vertical, when pressure loaded, it may be either
vertical or horizontal.
In the best form of weight-loaded accumulator the cylinder is fixed
with gland above, the ram moves and is attached to the weight by cross-
head and suspension rods; in the cheaper form the ram is fixed, while the
cylinder floats and is attached to the weights, with the gland inverted.
The weight may be built up of concrete or cast-iron segments, resting upon
a table secured to the tension rods or cylinder as the case may be. When
loose loading material is employed, such as scrap, punchings, or ballast,
a wrought-steel casing is used. With a fixed cylinder the casing is pro-
vided with an internal tube sufficiently large to clear the cylinder, the
loading material being packed in the annular space, and the tension rods
attached either to the tube or the bottom of the casing. In the floating-
cylinder type no inner tube is necessary, the casing bottom or table being
secured to the cylinder.
Weight-loaded accumulators may be either of the self-guided or the
externally guided types (fig. i). The fixed cylinder lends itself best to the
former, two or four machined guide ribs being formed on it, and runners

